Verb Verse (Poem)

Think of some things you like to do. List them here…

Now circle the topic you know the most about.

What did you circle? ________________________________

Now list as many verbs as you can that go along with that topic.

My verb collection…
Now choose the most exciting verbs to fill in the lines below.

Line 1- _____________ ______________ _____ _______
      verb      verb      verb
Line 2- ______________ ______________ ______________
      verb      verb      verb
Line 3- ___________________________________________________
       Write a sentence that shows how you feel about this activity.

Try using different verbs this time and then compare the two poems. Read them to a friend and the circle the poem you want to publish.

Line 1- ______________ ______________ ______________
      verb      verb      verb
Line 2- ______________ ______________ ______________
      verb      verb      verb
Line 3- ___________________________________________________
       Write a sentence that shows how you feel about this activity.